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Reviewer's report:

The authors perform a nice study on adherence of guidelines in treating febrile children. The topic is relevant and important. The study has been well developed. The limitations of using retrospective routine data are well discussed.

I did not detect substantial flaws in the study. My main concern is how the authors draw some conclusions from their observations. I think this may be more nuanced.

As the authors use routine data, there are missing data. This may have caused several problems, as partly addressed by the authors in the discussion, e.g. that choices for diagnostic tests are better argued by clinical sx description and presence of positive signs will be better documented than its absence. However, the problem is that some indicators do not judge on positive/negative, but if the symptom has been assessed, i.e. child being checked for a rash. So what did the authors do if missing info? In the methods an explanation how to score the indicator if missing data should be included to understand it effects. In that sense I do not understand the column no of children in table 2. For items 'child being assessed for fotophobia' etc, the denominator should be 550 (i.e. all), and the adherence tells us how many children indeed scored positive/neg on it vs missing, e.g FEV 14-FEV20?? Did the authors consider sensitivity analyses on their assumptions how to score the indicators when missing data? This would be helpful.

The authors relate the adherence to indicators to quality of care. However, for fever evidence is mostly available for children 3-36mo, although most guidelines extrapolate their advices (based on this literature) to older ages. So adherence differences may merely reflect doubt on advices of guidelines rather than delivering lower quality of care? This aspect should be discussed. Next, if some advices are not being followed, what does this tell us? It might be important to consider this during new guideline development/update guidelines. E.g. guidelines for different settings should be different?

Do the authors have information on quality of care (i.e. revisits for missed diagnosis) in their observations?

I have some difficulty to apply the guidelines to the in hospital population sampling. Most guidelines are developed for ED visits fever (or literature underlying the guideline is derived from it), so what to the in hospital patients (mostly comorbid children, hospitalised for other reasons? Information on this population is needed.
Are the methods appropriate and well described?
If not, please specify what is required in your comments to the authors.
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